
 

 

 

Equipment  Moves 

 RUBY 1 RUBY 2 RUBY 3 

Floor  

L shape hop handstand keeping legs in the 
same position 

Supported handstand on the floor (legs must touch 
in the air) 

Handstand hold (feet must tap at the top) 

Side to side bunny hops Supported cartwheel Side to side cartwheel 

Tuck rock to stand Forwards roll to pike or straddle sit Forwards roll to tuck sit, tuck rock to stand 

Chasse Chasse, cat leap Chasse, scissor kick 

1/2 crouch spin in toes 1/2 spin Full spin 

Straddle jump with a landing position (hold for 
5 seconds) 

Pike jump with a landing position (hold for 5 
seconds) 

Straddle jump, straight jump, pike jump with 
a landing position (hold for 5 seconds) 

Vault 

Straddle onto a low vault with correct footwork 
and a run up 

Straddle onto a medium vault with correct 
footwork and a run up, using a springboard 

Straddle and pike jump from a medium vault 
with a landing position (hold for 5 seconds) 

Tuck jump from a springboard with a run up 
and correct footwork. (hold landing position for 

5 seconds) 

Star jump from a springboard with a run up and 
correct footwork. (hold landing position for 5 

seconds) 

Half turn jump from a springboard with a run 
up and correct footwork. (hold landing 

position for 5 seconds) 

Beam / Bench 

Jump on mount onto the end of the bench / 
beam 

Jump onto one foot onto the end of the beam / 
bench (one foot balance mount, leg behind in an 

arabesque shape) 

Half turn jump onto the end of the beam / 
bench 

1/2 crouch spin in toes on bench / beam 1/2 spin on bench / beam Full spin on bench / beam 

Chasse along bench / beam Chasse, cat leap along bench / beam Chasse, scissor kick along bench / beam 

Other  

Shoulder stand without hip support (hold for 5 
seconds) 

Candle stick shoulder stand (hold for 5 seconds) Tucked headstand  

Hold an arabesque, foot above hip height (hold 
for 5 seconds)  

Y-balance using the wall for support (hold for 5 
seconds) 

Y-balance (hold for 5 seconds) 


